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ABSTRACT
TITLE: The Ascent and Scenario-Based Time of Useful Consciousness
(TUC)
AUTHOR: Lenka Cipova, B.S.
MAJOR ADVISOR: J.E. Deaton, Ph.D.
The Time of Useful Consciousness (TUC) is a standardized table that
has been used by aviation regulatory, safety, and manufacturing
organizations for over 50 years to better understand the potential danger of
cabin depressurization. It emphasizes the importance of the immediate
donning of oxygen masks at high altitudes in the event of a cabin
depressurization which otherwise would result in the loss of
consciousness. The current TUC table was developed from research in
high-altitude (hypobaric) chambers by taking the pilots to various high
altitudes while wearing oxygen masks at which point they removed their
masks and engaged in various psychological tests until sufficient
neurocognitive degradation was noted resulting in an approximate TUC
determination. Very limited slow ascent research has concentrated on
determining oxygen saturation and heart rate without TUC determination.
Also, recent research has been concerned with rapid decompression but
has been lacking scenario-based training closely related to flight deck
environment.
Rapid onset hypoxia scenario training has effectively reduced the
number of fatalities related to explosive and rapid decompressions; over
the past decade there has not been a commercial related fatality associated
with a rapid or explosive decompression.
Since 1999, 137 fatalities have been associated with slow onset hypoxia
that is more insidious, slowly distorting pilot cognitive processes. The
ability to multi-task is reduced resulting in loss of situational awareness
and ultimately, loss of consciousness. Review of these recent fatal accidents
found all to be related to a failure of pressurization on ascent; the estimated
ascent rate determined by ATC transcript analysis was approximately
1,500 fpm. In view of these accidents, it appears that the existing rapid
onset based TUC tables are insufficient and require modification to better
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understand this phenomenon. Hence, the current TUC table should be
augmented to address issues of gradual decompression by introducing the
concept of “ascent rate based” TUC.
This study used Southern Aero-Medical Institute’s (SAMI) data of 100
subjects to lay the foundation for a new TUC table. The research design
was modeled according to slow ascent decompression accidents reports in
hypobaric chamber using SPO oximeter and scenario-based training
simulating real cockpit duties. The new table is based on varied ascent
rates with the first being 1,500 fpm that approximates a more realistic,
slow-ascent scenario based model. The scenario was developed to more
closely match pilot performance while interfacing with flight deck controls
as opposed to prior psychological tests. This matches more closely to what
is expected in real time commercial flight profiles.
The subjects’ TUC (n=100) was determined from data taken upon
oxygen pre-breath up to 5,000 feet and removal of the masks. Subject
deteriorating performance and physiological symptoms created the
endpoints for TUC determination. A continuous SpO2 and HR monitor
worn by all subjects was used to collect data for TUC, HR and SpO2
determination.
The research results (n=100) were: total mean TUC of 9.21 minutes
(SD=1.79). The CPI Net Increase doubled from resting values (CPI= 48%
(SD=0.17). The mean SpO2 was 63,54% (SD=8.03) and the mean of the
negative slope of oxygen degradation was -3.71 (SD=1).
The newly determined TUC at 1,500 fpm of 9.21 min is the first
parameter established for the ascent based TUC table. Subsequent research
is needed to identify the ascent based TUC at 500, 1,000 and 2,000 fpm to
complete the table.
One hundred subjects having nearly identical negative slope of oxygen
degradation determined information that is expected to be useful for
incorporation into algorithms for equipment design. Such consistent
outcome leads to an implementation of cabin altitude alarm that would
trigger crew response to check pressurization system working properly
and the cabin altitude is not increasing beyond unsafe human conditions.
These findings will result in a valuable addition to the existing TUC
tables and raise awareness of this dangerous scenario thereby further
improving aviation safety.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Background
The Time of Useful Consciousness (TUC) is a standardized table that
has been used for over 50 years to better understand the potential danger
of cabin depressurization. It emphasizes the importance for the immediate
donning of the oxygen mask at high altitudes in the event of a cabin
depressurization which otherwise would result in the loss of
consciousness. At higher altitudes the brain is unable to function for any
significant length of time due to the lack of oxygen in the “thin air”
resulting in hypoxia. Hypoxia is defined as insufficient partial pressure of
oxygen to body tissues, especially the brain. The current TUC table was
developed from research in high-altitude (hypobaric) chambers by taking
pilots to various altitudes and then testing their performance. In these
studies, the subjects inhaled oxygen during the ascent to altitudes between
20,000 and 40,000 feet. Upon arriving at the desired altitude they removed
their masks and the TUC was determined based on the duration of normal
cognitive function until the inability to perform simple mental tasks was
determined. Based upon this research the current TUC table was
constructed which is still used today. Table 1 depicts the TUC (Villaire &
Hansrote, 2006). All pilots are required to be familiar with this table, which
has effectively reduced the number of fatalities related to explosive and
rapid decompressions. Cabin depressurizations occur quite often within
the industry resulting in the safe emergency response where the crew
identify their situation and respond appropriately by the immediate
donning of their masks followed by an emergency descent. To date, over
the past decade there has not been a commercially related fatality
associated with a rapid or explosive decompression.
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Table 1
Time of Useful Consciousness Table
Altitude in Flight
Time of Useful
Altitude
Altitude
level
Consciousness
in meters
in feet
FL 150
30 min or more
4,572 m
15,000
FL 180
20 to 30 min
5,486 m
18,000
FL 220
5-10 min
6,705 m
22,000
FL 250
3 to 5 min
7,620 m
25,000
FL 280
2.5 to 3 min
8,534 m
28,000
FL 300
1 to 2 min
9,144 m
30,000
FL 350
30 sec to 60 sec
10,668 m
35,000
FL 400
15 to 20 sec
12,192 m
40,000
FL 430
9 to 12 sec
13,106 m
43,000
FL 500 and above
9 to 12 sec
15,240 m
50,000
Note. Adapted from “Hypoxia,” by N.E. Villaire and R.W. Hansrote, 2006,
Applied Aviation Physiology, p.71 Copyright 2005.

The Problem Statement
Since 1999, at least 137 commercial fatalities have been associated with
slow onset hypoxia. Examples of recent slow-ascent fatal accidents are the
Helios flight 522 (Tsolakis, Katsifas, Kassavetis, Alexopoulos, Georgas and
Papadopoulos, 2006), Payne Stuart (NTSB, 2013) and Australian King Air
(ATSB, 2001). The two most recent fatalities that have occurred in 2012
were Socata TBM (TSB, 2012) and Cessna 421C (NTSB, 2012). There have
been numerous hypoxia related fatalities in general aviation. This paper
will primarily focus on commercial aviation but its findings can also
benefit the general aviation industry, as well.
The hypoxia that occurs in slow ascent decompression is more
insidious, slowly distorting pilot cognitive processes that decrease the
ability to multi-task with resultant loss in situational awareness and
ultimately, loss of consciousness (LOC).
Review of these events found all to be related to a failure of
pressurization on ascent and the estimated ascent rate determined by ATC
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transcript analysis was approximately 1,500 feet per minute (fpm).
Therefore, it appears that the existing rapid onset based TUC tables are
insufficient and require modification to better understand this
phenomenon. Hence, the current TUC table should be augmented to
address issues of slower decompression rates by introducing the concept of
“ascent rate based” TUC.
This study began with an analysis of the ascent rate of 1,500 fpm as it
appears to be the most dangerous scenario in commercial aviation today.
In addition, the method of TUC determination was closely matched with
the flight deck environment by integrating flight simulators with ATC
communications that relates accurately to the fatal accidents described
above. For consideration, is the development of a new TUC table based on
ascent rates with the first being 1,500 fpm beginning at a cabin altitude of
5,000 feet which approximates a more realistic, scenario based model.
Subsequent research will identify the ascent based TUC at 500, 1,000 and
2,000 fpm to complete the table. These findings will result in a more
accurate determination of the slow onset hypoxia phenomenon.
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to introduce a new Time of Useful
Consciousness (TUC) “concept” based upon the ascent rate from a cabin
altitude of 5,000 feet. TUC is defined as the length of time that a pilot is
able to perform flying duties efficiently in an environment of inadequate
oxygen supply (Dehard & David, 2002) and is currently based on time left
until unconsciousness occurs, e.g. the TUC at 25,000 feet is approximately
3-5 minutes. However, the new TUC concept was based on varying ascent
rate models, precisely 1,500 fpm climb. The chamber flights were
conducted to represent a closer approximation of environmental changes
that occur within the cabin of commercial flights (slow ascent) as compared
to the traditional TUC model (rapid decompression). Further, this ascentbased model was determined by observation of neurological symptoms,
deteriorating cognitive performance and the collection of changing heart
rates (HR) and SpO2 levels.
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Chapter 2
Previous Research
The following literature review analyzed the historical research
regarding the rapid and slow ascent hypoxic models. It also reviewed the
methods in TUC determination by the use of difference neurocognitive
assessment tools. The importance of this research that contributed to the
creation of the TUC table, as well as additional physiological parameters
(SpO2 and heart rate levels) further specifying TUC, were addressed.
Rapid Decompression Research
Some researchers considered determination of performance in
hypobaric compared to normobaric conditions to be a better method than
using a TUC to determine whether a corrective action can be safely
performed during a rapid decompression. Billings and Ernsting (1974),
using a Gedye light switch for cognitive tasks measured performance
parameters during a rapid decompression between 35,000 to 41,000 feet.
This showed that the performance was significantly distorted (p<0.01) in
four cases where the decompressions to 37,000 and 39,000 feet with a 15
seconds delay of oxygen delivery and decompressions to 41,000 feet with
10- or 15-seconds delay in oxygen delivery (Billings & Ernsting, 1974).
They found that emergency recognition and breathing patterns determine
the speed of donning the mask. Although performance was significantly
impaired, the research didn’t represent a suitable method for recognition of
hypoxia onset in rapid decompression. Billings (1974) himself used the
Gedye task determining learning performance at various altitudes. The
initial learning was shown to be rapid and breathing oxygen and air at
8,000 feet resulted in increased initial learning. However, with increased
number of trials, the difference in learning curves disappeared creating an
overall insignificant result between air and oxygen breathing (Billings,
1974). The light switch cognitive task is not a real representation of aviation
duties. Also, performance determination does not give a precise time
measure to determine whether safe recovery procedure can be conducted.
O’Connor, Scow and Pendergrass (1966) described hypoxia using
performance decrement rather than TUC. They attempted to create a more
descriptive concept by administering a cognitive performance tasks
consisting of matching stimulus lights with response lights. The results
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were; 1/ performance deterioration by 2.12 minutes comparing completion
on oxygen versus no oxygen with the performance baseline at 35,000 feet,
2/average performance rate was 65% of normal work rate at 0.8 minute
and zero at 1.35 minutes at 35,000 feet and 3/average performance rate was
90% of normal work rate at 0.8 minute, 50% at 1.4 minutes and 0 at 3.4
minutes at 27,000 feet, respectively (O’Connor et al, 1966). Although this
was just a preliminary study, the researchers suggested that quantified
indexes of operator capability follow the blood-oxygen saturation curves –
a correlation that is severely attenuated when employing the dichotomous
TUC concept (O’Connor et al, 1966). However, the research failed to show
any correlation of oxygen saturation levels to operator capability.
Additional research has been conducted that contributed directly to
the term, time of useful consciousness. Studying the onset of hypoxia
symptoms and performance decrements, TUC for extremely high altitudes
was determined and the results contributed to the creation of a TUC table
(Table1). The TUC was determined between 50 to 70 mmHg as 15 seconds
followed by loss of consciousness at 7 to 8 seconds after exposure by Luft
and Noell (1956). They also tested neurological changes of anoxia (extreme
form of hypoxia) in 6 to 18 second exposures to 68-70 mmHg (about
53,500ft) while breathing oxygen. They defined (1) fast occurring states of
automatism 13 to 15 seconds after decompression at 70mmHg with
symptoms of confusion, loss of comprehension and amnesia, (2) the arrest
phase as eyes fixation, staring, rolling eyeballs, posture and respiration
maintained about 8 seconds occurring 17-19 seconds upon rapid
decompression with sudden loss of consciousness and (3) head fall and
overall postural failure for 12 seconds occurring 20 seconds after
decompression (Luft & Noell, 1956). This research concentrated more on
the observation part of hypoxia symptoms rather than the addition of
performance parameters to better define TUC. Comparing the results with
Table 1, exposures to altitudes of 53,000 feet to 58,000 feet yielded much
higher results of TUC than are listed in the Table 1.
Bryan and Leach (1960) defined TUC in a hypobaric chamber in a
Canadair model scenario in which a CC106 aircraft was found to
decompress from 8,000 feet to 40,000 feet in 2.5 seconds. The established
endpoints for determination of TUC were an inability to turn-off an
alternating light. Average TUC of exposure to 40,000 in 2.5 seconds was 18
seconds (Bryan & Leach, 1960). The research concluded that in order to
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maintain continuous consciousness 7 seconds is the endpoint for donning a
mask. Hence, results of this research are again consistent with table 1.
Two studies simulated rapid decompression in a hypobaric chamber.
Donaldson, Carter, Billings and Hitchcock (1960) followed a B707 model
scenario in which decompression from 36,000 feet to 41,000 feet from a
cabin altitude of 8,500 feet in 30 seconds was followed by a descent to
14,000 feet. The endpoint for TUC was determined by inability to continue
performance or mistakes made when writing down numbers counting
backwards from 100. Oximeter readings found the following results: (1)
After decompression with no oxygen given, the SpO2 decreased from 90%
at 8,500 feet to a range of 76.8% to 87.1% in 15 seconds at 27, 000 feet and
(2) the SpO2 range of 50.3% to 74.4% in 30 seconds happened at 36,000
feet. The average TUC was 32 seconds for all 4 subjects (Donaldson et al,
1960). Comparing these results to Table 1, average of 32 seconds represent
the higher end of TUC tolerance. The authors concluded that during rapid
decompression SpO2 is approximately 70% (Donaldson et al, 1960).
Repeated exposures to 25,000 feet were conducted by Izraeli, Avgar,
Glikson, Shochat, Glovinsky and Ribak (1988) in an attempt to specify the
TUC. A measure of attentive functioning was used. The safety limit was
480 seconds and the endpoints of TUC were determined by two mistakes
in the addition of numbers or by the inability to perform the task (Izraeli et
al, 1988). The average results for both exposures were within a range for
25,000 feet as per table 1 (3 to 5 min). Overall, the research was less
complicated in comparison with previous studies (O’Connor et al, 1966).
The research failed to further clarify the TUC definition because 5 subjects
never reached their endpoints. Interestingly, the 480-second limit is much
higher in comparison to Table 1, which states 3 to 5 minutes that means
that subjects had much higher tolerance to hypoxia. The fact that some
subjects were trembling and incapable of responding yet not making any
mistakes means that previous research suggesting considering only
performance in determination of hypoxic onset is insufficient. It is
necessary to observe physiological symptoms, performance decrement and
quantitative parameters such as oxygen saturation levels or heart levels.
Neither was the test used in this research validated, nor were significant
number of subjects included in the research.
It appears that earlier research set endpoint limits much higher which
resulted in a less safe approach. All the described research used simple to
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complicated cognitive task that did not reflect real aviation duties. The
rapid decompression research described above developed using
performance parameters first, then adding TUC parameters and finally
adding quantitative methods such as oxygen saturation measurements
(Ernsting, 1978 & Donaldson et al, 1960). Such quantitative methods have
been used in rapid decompression scenarios. However, no TUC table and
no connection of quantitative methods such as heart rate or oxygen
saturation levels to TUC table was created in slow ascent scenarios.
Nevertheless, the recent National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)
reports show fatalities and incidents that occurred clearly due to slow
ascent hypoxia.
Slow Ascent Research
Ulrich and Luft (1961) conducted an assessment of altitude tolerance of
100 men between 16,000 to 30,000 feet. The inability to write or
comprehend created the highest critical threshold measure of 55% at 23,000
feet and 20% threshold measure at 26,000 feet. They defined; (1) Indifferent
stage (up to 10,000ft), (2) Compensatory stage (10,000 to 15,000ft), (3)
Distress stage (15 to 20,000ft) and (4) Critical stage (20 to 25,000ft) (Ulrich &
Luft, 1961). No circulatory issues even close to unconsciousness were
observed in most subjects, one exception was a CNS dysfunction affecting
the cardiovascular system with nausea and fainting symptoms. The
research brought important and precise descriptions of hypoxia symptoms
to the slow ascent model. In altitudes of 18,000 up to unconsciousness,
symptoms observed were: loss of memory, loss of muscle control, attention
narrowing sound judgment, loss of sensory and motor responses,
twitching, loss of time perception, laughter, anger and willingness to go on.
This is a key slow ascent study that used significant numbers of subjects
and incorporated a performance task. Although the ability to write or
comprehend is part of aviation duties it does not include all the work’s
complexity. Critical threshold measure created is still not an ideal
representation of TUC.
A normobaric flight to 5,000 feet for 30 minutes without use of oxygen
tested the light perception ability affected by hypoxia using the Critical
Flicker Fusion (CFF) threshold (Truszcznski, Wojtkowiak, Biernacki and
Kowalczuk, 2009). The significant results of (1) CFF’s decrease, F(3.39)=
3.207, p < 0.05, (2) SaO2 decrease, F (3.39) = 52.651, p< 0.001, (3) heart rate
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(HR) increase F(3.39) = 7.356, p <0.001 were shown. Correlation test
revealed that the greater the decrease of SaO2 or the greater the increase of
HR, the greater the decrease in CFF threshold (Truszcznski et al, 2009). The
research brought excellent results denoting the relationships between light
perception’s ability, HR and SaO2 levels. However, this research had rather
a descriptive and analytical than a compound value since it did not create
any correlation to TUC.
Further slow ascent hypoxia research was directly applied in
commercial air travel. SpO2 and HR levels of 84 subjects during short and
long-haul flights were tested using an oximeter between 37,000 and 41,000
feet (Humphreys, Deyermond, Bali, Stevenson and Fee, 2005). Statistically
significant results for SpO2 decreasing from 97% from ground level to 93%
at altitude were p<0.05 and 54% of subjects had SpO2 of 94% or less
(Humphreys et al, 2005). Although the research brought significant results
and had sufficient amount of subjects, again no relationship was created to
overall TUC.
Commercial travel was shown to decrease oxygen saturation levels
significantly (97% to 92% of SpO2) and a Normobaric Hypoxia Inhalation
Test (NHIT) was validated as a tool to determine oxygen need for subjects
(Kelly, Swanney, Frampton, Seccombe, Peters and Beckert, 2006). The
NHIT showed similar and significant desaturations (SpO2); (1) no
significant difference between NHIT’s SpO2 and in-flight SpO2 and (2) a
significant difference between the lowest NHIT’s SpO2 (90 +/-2%) and inflight SpO2 (88+/-2%) (Kelly et al, 2006). This research pointed out that
significant desaturations were occurring in airline travel and the closer the
cabin altitude was to 6,000 feet the more partial pressure of oxygen was
available for crew and passengers. Concentrating on validation of NHIT
however did not draw any conclusions for overall affect to TUC.
Lee and Yamamoto (2002) studied HR and SpO2 of 80 healthy children
being affected by hypoxia in short and long-haul commercial flights at
cabin altitude of 6,760 feet. They observed that long-haul flights had
further decreasing effects on oxygen saturation levels. It cannot be
forgotten that long-haul flights have a compounding effect of fatigue and
jet-lag when traveling west and east further worsening hypoxia. The
average SpO2 decreased from 98.5% to 95.7% in 3 hours and to 94.4% 7
hours into the flight, p<0.001 (Lee & Yamamoto, 2002). The average heart
rate increased from 100 to 105 bpm in 3 hours and to 108 in 7 hours into the
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flight. Oxygen saturation and heart rate were affected significantly more
during sleep (Lee & Yamamoto, 2002). Again, an excellent observation of
SpO2 and HR levels applied to short and long haul-flights but no
correlation to TUC in a slow ascent model was made.
The last three studies concentrated on hypoxia effect in commercial
flying but neither performance parameters were measured nor was any
connection to TUC in slow mode defined. Overall, rapid decompression
research tend to measure performance or TUC. A slow ascent model
research used quantitative parameters such as Heart Rate (HR) or SpO2 but
lacked the correlation to TUC. Adding physiological symptoms of hypoxia
to denote TUC endpoints is also necessary as subjects proved to be able to
perform tasks correctly yet they were incapable of response or were
trembling.
The following section concerns the detailed methodology design. It
introduces the concept of TUC table based on 1,500 fpm ascent that closely
matches the fatal events described above. The TUC is determined by
neurological symptoms, deteriorating cognitive processes and
performance. The TUC table is further specified by correlating the increase
in heart rate and the decrease in oxygen saturation levels (SpO2).
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Chapter 3
Research Methodology
Setting
This study used a recent archival database obtained at the Southern
Aero-Medical Institute (SAMI) where altitude chamber flights were
conducted in a hypobaric chamber. Dr. Paul Buza collected the data
between 2012 and 2013. The author of the archival research was
administering the collection of the data.
Research Design
The new 1,500 fpm TUC concept denotes the first ascent rate based
TUC relationship that was used as a keystone for a new slow ascent TUC
table. The flights conducted by SAMI simulated a realistic commercial
flying environment. This specific scenario-based TUC was modeled after
The Helios and Payne Stuart accidents. The scenarios conducted resembled
the emergency situation of Helios flight 522 that resulted in loss of
consciousness of all passengers and crew in 13 minutes while ascending at
1,500 fpm from sea level. Quantitative methods were used to analyze the
heart rate using Cardiac Pulse Index (CPI) and SpO2.
The flight data collected were based on the observation of the subjects’
performance and the physiological symptoms of hypoxia (described
below) that served as tools to determine TUC using an oxygen prebreathing procedure. The descriptive research design was chosen because
the database did not contain data that could have been used as
manipulating variables. The subjects used pre-breathing procedure. No
control group data was used during the research. The demographical
information of the subjects was not collected.
Nevertheless, manipulation of variables was not necessary to obtain
this new TUC concept or to answer the following research questions:
1. What is the TUC of 1,500 fpm ascent rate beginning from 5,000 feet?
2. What are the physiological parameters of oxygen saturation associated
with the ascent based TUC?
3. What are the physiological parameters of the change in heart rate (CPI)
associated with the new ascent based TUC?
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4. Do existing TUC values established in 1960 based on rapid
decompression scenarios accurately reflect current commercial aviation
scenario-based physiological ascent profiles?
Procedures
Sample & Participants
The sample size used were one hundred subjects using oxygen prebreathing procedure. Dr. Buza performed the selection process. The pilot
subjects agreed to participate in the study while receiving a High Altitude
Certificate of training. Prior to the start of training the subjects were asked
to fill out and sign a registration form (Appendix A). They were provided
verbal instructions and a guideline form (Appendix B) regarding the
limitations and risks associated with hypobaric training and collection of
the research data.
The subjects were studied in the slow-ascent based TUC model
regardless of age, gender or other demographics. All pilots possessed a
medical certificate for flight and were healthy without active illness at the
time of their chamber experience.
Instrumentation
The Hypobaric Chamber
The chamber at SAMI was used to assess TUC using a 1,500 fpm
procedure to collect physiological and flight performance data. See figure 1
that shows the hypobaric chamber at SAMI (Buza, 2013a). The real
commercial flying environment was simulated with the use of flight
simulators. The chamber was equipped with three pilot stations, each
having a computer using a King Air Aircraft simulator and joystick. Figure
2 depicts a pilot flying the simulator at SAMI (Buza, 2013b). Cameras were
placed to make the subjects visible at all times and the flight instruments
were projected on video monitors placed outside the chamber to enable the
medical director to observe the individual’s TUC. Microphones were
available for communication between the medical director and subjects. All
flights were videotaped and the subjects received the tapes together with
High Altitude Chamber Certification. The pilots were in constant contact
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with simulated Air Traffic Control (ATC) performed by the medical
director. For each session, three pilot subjects were placed into the chamber
and practiced performing basic instrument flight tasks using a King Air
simulator for several minutes. They were also instructed in the proper
donning of the masks and practiced the procedures several times before
the chamber’s door was closed. Once the door was closed a 15-minute prebreathing procedure was performed while engaging in an ear and sinus
check to 5,000 feet to insure no difficulties with ear equalization. Upon
successful completion of the checks the subjects were instructed to take off
their masks at 5,000 feet, which closely simulates real time commercial
scenarios. The change of speed, climb, descent, turn, change of radio
frequencies and any combination of these were used to determine
deterioration of the subjects’ flying performance. In addition, observation
and subjective description of physiological changes based on specific
criteria described below were used to determine TUC. The expected
altitudes for determining TUC were 21,000 to 24,000 feet.

Figure 1. A pilot flying King Air Simulator
at SAMI, Note: from SAMI website, 2013.

Figure 2. The Hypobaric Chamber at
SAMI, Note: from SAMI website, 2013.

The SPO Oximeter
All the subjects wore an SPO oximeter on their wrist to collect oxygen
saturation (SpO2) and heart rate data determined at 1,500 fpm ascent. See
figure 3 that shows the SPO oximeter used at SAMI to collect physiological
measurements (Buza, 2013c). The SPO continuous pulse oximeter is a tool
that collects continuous cardiac recording each second throughout the
measurement session. It also measures the lowest, peak heart rate and its
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average and percentage of oxygen saturation as soon as it is attached to the
wrist. The oximeter is a lightweight wristwatch device that is noncumbersome with a connection to the 5th digit and is worn on the least
utilized hand wrist for comfort. According to verbal communication with
the manufacturer, the SPO has limitations of measurement of 250 beatsper-minute (bpm) maximum and a minimum of 40 bpm. Subjects with a
small 5th digit were instructed to use a 3rd or 4th digit depending on comfort
to improve quality of data and minimize artifact. Further, they were
cautioned against wet or moist hands that could damage the device.

Figure 3. The SPO oximeter
Note: from SAMI website, 2013.
Data Collection and Apparatus
The oximeter was used for the duration of the flight where the pilot’s
oxygen saturations and heart rate while at rest were recorded for the first
three minutes of flight. The oxygen saturation at sea level and at rest is
normally 98-99%. The changing levels of the SpO2 and heart rate data were
collected during the remainder of the flight.
After the flight, the data were downloaded into a computer software
system (Vitabase) that displayed the data in the form of a Pulse Oximeter
Report (Appendix C). The SpO2 and heart rate levels were easily
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determined from the report allowing for detailed saturation and heart rate
patterns over time. As depicted within the report, when the oxygen mask
was taken off (after 5,000 feet), SpO2 level started immediately decreasing
to match true cabin environments typically seen in commercial aviation.
The SpO2 started immediately increasing after the subject donned his/her
mask once the medical director determined TUC had been achieved. This
typically occurred at altitudes of 21,000 to 24,000 feet. Also, the heart rate
(HR) levels increased with decreasing levels of oxygen. The HR data were
extracted in between 5,000 feet to possible 24,000 feet for further analysis.
The determination of precise HR and SpO2 data was possible using the
Vitascore tool. It enabled displaying the data using zoomed pages and
extracting the exact numerical data for each second. (Appendix D). Setting
up the Vitascore page to be viewed as five minutes per page thus
facilitated the manual extraction of the HR data. Within the software, a
tools application enabled turning on automatic Vitascore computation of
bpm. Hence, HR data were easily extracted by moving the mouse over the
graph. Vertical lines in the graph depicted periods of one-minute
continuous HR measurement. This was to assure that collected data were
consistent. Real time HR and SpO2 data were transferred manually into an
excel spreadsheet for further statistical analysis.
Criteria for TUC Determination
The decision to determine the end point of a pilot’s time of useful
consciousness (TUC) while undergoing high altitude chamber training was
at the discretion of the supervising flight physician. The decision was
based upon the physician’s assessment skills as it pertained to the pilot.
The assessment was most often based on subjective findings by the pilot as
well as deterioration in neurocognitive function.
What follows were inclusion criteria for the supervising physician to utilize
for the purpose of TUC determination:
• Any combination of 3 signs or symptoms noted by the pilot
• The presence of significant cyanosis
• Any disturbance in speech
• Loss of short term memory and delay in communications
• Incorrect response to a simple command
• Significant euphoria
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Significant mistake in flight controls of the simulator
Tremor
Staring (glassy eyed)
Fixation

The presence of any of the above observations or combinations thereof
was sufficient to determine the end point of TUC and should have resulted
in the immediate donning of the mask. The expected time for recovery
back to normal neurocognitive baseline was expected to be less than 30
seconds and often was within 15 seconds. It was essential to test the pilot
after donning to insure resumption of adequate oxygen supplementation.
Any delay beyond 30 seconds prompted the physician to coordinate with
the inside flight attendant to assist the pilot with his or her mask. The final
responsibility of TUC determinations always remained with the
supervising flight physician.
Performance Evaluation and Analysis
The data collected into excel spreadsheet per subject and mean for 100
subjects were: TUC, lowest SpO2 levels, net change Cardiac Pulse Index
(CPI), and slope of oxygen degradation. Descriptive statistics of these data
were performed.
Time of Useful Consciousness (TUC) Analysis
The slow ascent scenario-based Time of Useful Consciousness per
subject was determined using 1,500 fpm climb from 5,000 feet up to
expected altitudes between 21,000 to 24,000 feet. The subjects’ TUC was
determined based on above stated physiological and performance
decrements and results were extracted from the Oximeter report using the
time readouts that shows SpO2 decrement levels (every 10-second oximeter
readout of the data from 5,000 feet to donning mask was collected). The
TUC was expected to be 10-12 minutes
The newly determined TUC at 1,500 fpm ascent rate (further associated
with SpO2 and CPI levels) was the first parameter established for the ascent
based TUC table. Additional research will be needed to determine the
remaining relationships of TUC based on the 500, 1,000 and 2,000 fpm
climb.
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SPO	
  Analysis	
  	
  
Lowest SpO2 levels were collected from the Oximeter Report to
determine the physiological parameters of oxygen saturation associated
with the ascent based TUC (every 10-second oximeter readout of the data
from 5,000 feet to donning mask was collected). It was expected that the
total SpO2 levels would be approximately 60% while TUC was expected to
be 10-12 minutes.
Heart Rate Analysis
Maximum HR was needed to determine the physiological parameters
of the change in heart rate (CPI) associated with the new ascent based TUC.
The maximum heart rate per subject and maximum heart rate per all
subjects were collected from the Oximeter Report. Maximum heart rate per
subject was compared to a heart rate at rest by definition of a Cardiac Pulse
Index (CPI). It was expected that the physiological parameter of the net
change in CPI in relation with the new ascent-based TUC would double
from the rest values.

The CPI Definition
CPI index equation requires definitions of normal and increased HR.
Increased heart rate is defined as heart rate during the stressful period
(hypobaric flight) over and above the basal HR while at rest. Normal heart
rate is defined as pilot resting heart rate without known subjective stress of
the pilot seated at rest. Average normal HR at rest was calculated using 3
minutes of Oximeter report data when the subjects wore oxygen masks.
Every 30-second oximeter readout was used.
Cardiac Pulse Index =
(Percentage of increase)

Maximum Heart Rate during Stress
Average Normal heart rate at rest;

where 1.0 is a base line and above 1.0 denotes an increased heart rate.
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It was expected that the total subject average CPI would double from
rest values and the total average SpO2 levels would be approximately 60%
while TUC was expected to be 10-12 minutes.
Analysis of the early preliminary findings of the oxygen degradation
patterns during the ascent found a remarkably linear pattern. The pattern
was so reliable that a decision was made to also calculate the average
negative slope of oxygen degradation in the study group. The slope was
determined by:
Slope

= Y2-Y1
X2-X1,
where Y= oxygen saturation and X=time.

This information is expected to be useful for incorporation into
algorithms for equipment design.
Safety and Ethical Considerations
Since the author’s research was entirely archival, SAMI was fully
responsible for all the potential risks to the subjects that could have
stemmed from collection of the data. Prior to the start of training the
subjects were given two forms that served as information about research
limitations and risks and SAMI’s registration and guidelines for High
Altitude Training. They were asked to fill out and sign the registration
form in which selecting the class of medical certificate was mandatory
(Appendix A). All pilots possessed a medical certificate for flight and were
healthy without active illness at the time of their chamber experience. They
were provided with verbal instructions and a guidelines form (Appendix
B) regarding the research risks and by using a research protocol that
establishes careful criteria for determination of TUC. Three hypoxia
symptoms stated by the subject or by the investigator and further
confirmed by the subject in connection with performance decrement
denoted the endpoint of TUC.
The subjects were carefully briefed and trained in the chamber before
the flight. The flight scenario was reviewed and donning of the mask was
practiced a minimum of five times to ensure that subjects were comfortable
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with handling and donning the masks. Any questions or concerns were
answered prior to the flight.
The presence of a medical assistant in the chamber during the entire
flight was available to assist the subjects in donning the mask when
necessary.
Screening potential health issues throughout the research was at the
sole discretion of the supervising flight physician. In the event of an
identified health issue the subject was excused from the research and
training. In addition, all pilots were required to sign and list their current
medical certificates proving that they were healthy for flight.
Research Privacy, Confidentiality and Participation
The pilots seeking a high-altitude certification at SAMI voluntarily
agreed to participate in the study. The confidentiality and privacy of the
subjects for this research were maintained by anonymous collection of data
by SAMI and the author. SAMI assured the subjects that the collection of
the data was anonymous and the results would neither be misused nor
jeopardize their medical records or future career. The data were used for
research purposes only. The collected data were downloaded into the
computer without possible identification of the subjects. The author did
not have access to the registration forms or any other personal information
of the subjects. The records stored in Vitabase software contained only
general and detailed oximeter reports of the subjects. All the forms were
labeled with subject number X instead with the names.
The subjects were further informed that the participation in this study
was entirely voluntary. At any time during the study the subject could
remove himself without prejudice.
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Chapter 4
Research Results
Descriptive Statistics
Table 2 summarizes the results for Time of Useful Consciousness,
Cardiac Pulse Index Net Change, Oxygen Saturation Distribution and
Slope of Oxygen Degradation for 100 subjects. One group descriptive
statistics for the total TUC revealed that the lowest TUC was 5.5 minutes
and the highest TUC was 15.8 minutes. Overall TUC mean (n=100) was
9.21 minutes. The sample standard deviation (SD) was 1.79.
The
minimum and maximum net increases of CPI were 17% and 106%,
respectively. The mean of the Net Increase CPI was 48% (n=100) with
standard deviation (SD) of 0.17. The minimum and maximum values for
lowest SpO2 were 50% and 81%, respectively. The mean of the lowest SpO2
(n=100) was 63.54 % with SD of 8.03. Finally, the minimum and maximum
negative slope of oxygen degradation were -7.1 and -1.53, respectively. The
slope mean was -3.71 (n=100) with SD of 1.0. Appendix E shows the TUC,
SpO2, slope and CPI per subject.
Table 2.
Number, Minimum, Maximum, Means, Standard Deviations (SD) for Variables
of Cardiac Pulse Index Net Increase in bpm (CPI), Time of Useful Consciousness
(TUC) in minutes, Percentage of Lowest Oxygen Saturation (SpO2), Negative
Slope of Oxygen Degradation (Slope).

	
  

Variables

N

Minimum

TUC
CPI
Lowest SpO2
Slope

100
100
100
100

5.50
0.17
50.00
-7.10

Maximum
15.80
1.06
81.00
-1.53

Means

SD

9.21
0.48
63.54
-3.71

1.79
0.17
8.03
1.00
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Research Limitations
This being an archival research, many variables created limitations that
could not have been controlled. The research was subject to its own
collection of the data that has been performed without collection of any
demographics. Having specific demographics data would have been
beneficial to provide more statistical evidence of this research. The
variables according to which the data could have been originally collected
and need to be addressed in future research are: altitude acclimatization,
age, fitness level, gender, smoking, coffee and hypobaric chamber fright
and SPO oximeter limitations. Finally an applicable research design is
subject to be addressed, as well.
Some subjects may have been acclimatized to higher altitudes by living
in mountains and just visiting Florida that would create a limitation. Those
subjects would be taken to 24,000 feet instead of 21,000 feet for their
symptoms recognition. Hence, their TUC would be slightly longer than
subject living in Florida and their CPI could be less. They may be
accustomed to higher altitudes in such a manner that it simply takes longer
for them to experience hypoxia because they are used to living and
working in such conditions.
Age can create an effect on TUC and CPI. Older subjects could have
lower TUC and higher CPI and vice versa. However, this depends on their
fitness level. It is expected that subjects who exercise regularly could have
higher TUC and lower CPI than those who don’t and are of heavier weight.
Nevertheless, heart rate (HR) net change using the CPI instead of HR
means in the research analysis eliminated even the slightest physical fitness
differences.
Gender differences would have been interesting to study. Can females
handle hypoxia better than males? Smoking pilots would have problems
with sinus pressure equalization on descent, lower TUC and higher CPI in
comparison to the non-smoking pilot.
Any potential coffee drinker coming to the hypobaric chamber would
have his/her CPI higher than normal. The effect of coffee on TUC has not
been studied. Further research is needed in this area.
A hypobaric chamber fright or else anxiety from entering a hypobaric
chamber may increase CPI. However, all subjects having a valid medical
certificate created a health assurance that the pilots are healthy enough to
perform a hypobaric flight. Also, the medical director screening and
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observing every pilot carefully before entering the chamber was a necessity
ensuring the safety of the flights.
SPO oximeter was designed to measure the data during motionless
stages of sleep, thus creating some error in reading messages was possible.
Error messages such as motion artifact and sensor mal-position were
corrected by drawing a line from a previous to a following correct
measurement. From verbal communication with the manufacturer, the
SPO oximeter’s following limitations are known: 40 bpm up to 250 bpm
can be measured but only 40 bpm up to 128 bpm can be graphically
displayed on the analysis charts.
The applicable research design needed to control the above stated
extraneous variables would have been a randomized matched control
group with a post-test design. The randomized selection for the research
could have been done to select participants. The research and control
group could have been matched based on altitude acclimatization, age,
fitness level with equal amount of males and females, no coffee allowed 4
hours before the hypobaric exposure and oxygen versus no oxygen prebreathing. The research group would have 15-minute oxygen breathing
procedure and would be taken to 21,000 to 24,000 feet. On the contrary, the
control group would receive no oxygen procedure and would be only
taken to 18,000 feet to prevent Decompression Sickness (DS). The idea is
that breathing 99.5% aviator oxygen may have a cumulative effect. Such
procedure may have shown a different TUC and CPI data.
The research has yielded stable, consistent and valid results thanks to
reliable tools such as the SPO oximeter and SAMI’s hypobaric chamber.
The data analysis brought one hundred consistent results of TUC with
CPIs that doubled from the rest values and SpO2 that decreased by a half.
A negative slope of 100 subjects showed very consistent trend of oxygen
degradation.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
	
  
The research revealed important facts such as:
1.	
   The TUC for the 1,500 fpm ascent rate beginning from 5,000 feet
using an oxygen pre-breathing procedures was expected to be between 10
to 12 minutes. The research results were 9.21 min (n=100). These results
were consistent with the Helios accident report and further supported the
fact that pilots encountering gradual hypoxic conditions have
approximately ten minutes to recognize and mitigate insidious hypoxic
onset before impaired judgment, memory and muscle weakness overcame
rational thinking. If hypoxia is not recognized the crew fixation on an
incorrect mental model of the situation is highly probable which results in
distorted perception and communication between the crew and ATC. With
proper high altitude training concentrating on gradual hypoxic onset
recognition, ten minutes is enough time to prevent loss of consciousness
that would result in a fatal accident. However, 16 pilots of the sample had
TUC between 5 to 7 minutes. Even though this number of pilots is not
statistically significant it is important to realize that hypoxia affects every
individual differently. Unlike in instrumental flight, ongoing lack of
oxygen should be recognized early by personal sensations of ear-pressure
equalization during the climb. The ear equalizing pressure past the preselected cabin altitude is a sign that may signal a possible pressurization
emergency. Therefore, all pilots flying any high-altitude pressurized
aircraft should undergo hypobaric slow-ascent simulator training in which
ear-equalization of pressure and three personal hypoxia symptoms are
recognized. It should be mandatory that airmen failing to recognize
hypoxic onset and proceed with donning an oxygen mask while
performing an emergency descent in the simulator would have to repeat
the training to get a high-altitude certification.
2. The physiological parameter of oxygen saturation associated with
the ascent-based TUC was oxygen distribution expected to be 60% (n=100).
SpO2 decreased to 63.54% (n=100); that represented a serious lack of partial
pressure of oxygen. Anything below 92% of SpO2 is considered below the
limit. Thirty-nine subjects had SpO2 between 50% to 60%, which is
alarming. However, body organs and tissues will not suffer permanent
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damage immediately. Proper corrective action such as donning an oxygen
mask as per FAA rules (in 5 seconds with one hand) will ensure awakening
in two to three breaths and crew will be capable to continue with their
flight duties.
Considering the cabin altitude of 8,000 feet used by the majority of
commercial airlines resulted in oxygen saturation levels as low as 90% just
for passengers sitting calmly in their seat represents an approach and
landing hazard for the crew especially after long-haul flights (Buza,
personal communication, 2013). Considering pilots who are already
fatigued in the last phases of the flight, simple usage of a nasal mask would
make them more alert for landing. Research should be conducted to study
cabin altitude affecting the crew on both short and long-haul flights. The
FAA has conducted a study in which the mild hypoxic performance of GA
pilots flying on approach from 10,000 feet, was compared to a controlled
group in normoxic conditions (FAA, 1997). The experimental group made
more mistakes than the control group. The FAA recommendation to GA
flying unpressurized aircraft was to plan their approach from flights above
10,000 feet to allow sufficient recovery time as a precaution to the often
undetectable effects of mild hypoxia (FAA, 1997). Further research is also
needed to assess the impact of low oxygen levels for flight attendants
whose duties on board are very physical.
3. The physiological parameters of the net change in heart rate (CPI)
associated with the new ascent-based TUC were expected to double. The
research results were mean of 48% (n=100) with minimum of 17% but
maximum of 106%. Thirty-six subjects had the net increase CPI greater
than 50%. Two subjects had 101% and 106% CPI increase, respectively. This
research has met the expectations of CPI doubling but subjects having
more than 100% heart rate increase is beyond expectations. As a result, the
cardio-vascular system is being overworked in such a manner that may
interfere with neurocognitive functioning. It is known that such inflight
stress increases levels of catecholamine, norepinephrine and cortisol that
further affect cognitive processes. Heart rate increases as a function of low
oxygen. However, further research is needed to decipher whether
hormonal changes with connection of hypoxic hypoxia have affect on
neurocognitive processes and what other factors are involved.
However, a recent study has discovered that long-haul exposure (8 to
12 hours) to cabin pressure of 8,000 feet disrupted melatonin and cortisol
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levels (Coste, Beaumont, Batejat, Van Beers and Touitou, 2005). The
collected levels of melatonin and cortisol were disrupted even on flights
between north and south eliminating jetlag fatigue as a factor as a result of
time changing zones. Hence, such a “physiological jetlag” confirmed
decrease of oxygen’s partial pressure to the brain regardless of crossing
time zones. Even in the study subjects who experienced short 10-minute
exposures of hypoxia may be experiencing changes as discussed above.
Further research is needed to consider other mechanisms that happen
without the effect of east-west time zones.
4. The existing TUC values as per Time of Useful Consciousness Table
that were established based on 1960 rapid decompression scenarios do not
accurately reflect current commercial aviation scenario-based physiological
ascent profiles. The reasons are as follows;
a/ The TUC table is based solely on rapid decompression research. In a
face of current fatal gradual-hypoxia accidents, a new TUC table that is
based on ascent rates is needed. And, this research established the first
keystone relationship between Time of Useful Consciousness and ascent
rate as per Table 3. Further research is needed to determine TUC of 500
fpm, 1,000 fpm and 2,000 fpm ascent.
Table 3
The gradual-decompression TUC Table

	
  
b/ The rapid decompression TUC table was not established simulating
pilot duties but simulating learning mental models of light-switch pushing
sequences, subtracting numbers or playing pat-a-cake exercises. This new
table was based simulating pilot tasks including communication with ATC
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while flying a simulator aircraft. Hence, any further research should
include scenario-based flight simulator training and should include Crew
Resource Management (CRM) by testing two pilots acting as a crew. The
airlines would benefit from understanding how the whole crew handles
these emergencies.
c/ The rapid decompression TUC table was based on oxygen prebreathing procedure. Further research is needed to examine how the
oxygen pre-breathing procedure affects both rapid and gradual
decompression Time of Useful Consciousness.
5/ Insidious gradual hypoxic onset represents a need for a new alarm
design implementation to enhance the human-computer interaction
processes. The consistent negative slope for the 100 subjects can be useful
for incorporation into algorithms for equipment design. The humancomputer design that should be implemented is a cockpit alarm that would
automatically turn on to warn the crew that the cabin altitude is increasing
beyond 8,000 feet with a warning message to check pressurization setting.
Commercial and general aviation have been affected by gradual hypoxic
onset. Precisely a total of 137 fatalities have been reported with the last two
occurring about a year ago. The fact that these accidents are still occurring
regardless of flight operation type brings the need to implement new safety
procedures:
Commercial aviation should improve the company operation
specifications with the following changes in order to avoid any future
accidents or incidents similar to the Helios accident:
1. Upon every maintenance of the company aircraft, a maintenance
supervisor will check that all the controls are set to AUTO or as per
company operation specifications.
2. The company checklists will be written in a clear and consistent
manner, for example, instead of “AIR COND & PRESS.... SET” use
ENGINE BLEEDS... ON” and “PACKS ....AUTO.
3. The airmen need to undergo standardization training regarding
consistent CRM conduct of normal and pressurization emergency
checklists and a gradual hypobaric ascent simulator training in which earequalization of pressure and three personal hypoxia symptoms must be
recognized. The standardization could be assured as follows: the airmen
will not be signed-off on this training until all pilots perform consistent
checklist conduct. The training must include thorough review of the
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Boeing Service Bulletin that stresses the dual meanings of the alarms if
applicable.
Furthermore, all pilots must undergo a hypobaric slow-ascent training
simulator training in which ear-equalization of pressure and three personal
hypoxia symptoms must be recognized. The hypobaric training could be
conducted as follows; the airmen failing to recognize hypoxic onset and
proceed with donning an oxygen mask while performing an emergency
descent will have to repeat the training to achieve a sign-off. Several
pressurization emergency scenarios similar to Helios flight 522 accident
that increase crews stress will be conducted. Emergency CRM must be
complied with according to new company operation specifications to reach
standardization among all airmen.
General aviation with pressurized aircraft should go above and beyond
current FAA rules regarding its operation and usage. GA should assure the
pressurization system including supplemental oxygen was checked
recently and is fully operational. Mainly, the pilots must use the oxygen
masks! As per the NTSB report, the recent fatal accident aircraft was
authorized to 13,000 feet cabin altitude during its last annual exam and did
not have oxygen masks on board (NTSB, 2012). The pilot became
incapacitated and it can be inferred that he did not wear an oxygen mask.
The GA pilots should be subjects to hypobaric training as described above
similarly as the commercial aviation.
Summary
The Time of Useful Consciousness (TUC) is a standardized table that
has been used by aviation regulatory, safety, and manufacturing
organizations for over 50 years to better understand the potential danger of
rapid cabin depressurization only. Since 1999, 137 fatalities have been
associated with slow onset hypoxia that is more insidious, slowly
distorting pilot cognitive processes. Review of these recent fatal accidents
found all to be related to a failure of pressurization on ascent; the estimated
ascent rate determined by ATC transcript analysis was approximately
1,500 fpm. In view of these accidents, it appears that the existing rapid
onset based TUC tables are insufficient and require modification to better
understand this phenomenon. Hence, the current rapid decompression
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TUC table should be augmented to address issues of slower decompression
rates by introducing the concept of “ascent rate based” TUC.
Also, the research has been lacking scenario-based training closely
related to flight deck environment. Very limited slow ascent research has
concentrated on determining oxygen saturation and heart rate without
TUC determination.
This study used SAMI data of 100 subjects to lay the foundation for a
new TUC table. The table was based on varied ascent rates with the first
being 1,500 fpm that approximated a more realistic, slow-ascent scenario
based model.
A continuous oxygen and heart rate monitor (SPO oximeter) worn by
all subjects (n=100) was used to collect data for determination of TUC, CPI,
SpO2, and Oxygen Degradation slope.
The scenario was modeled according to slow ascent decompression
accidents reports. Mean TUC at 1,500 fpm (n=100) was 9 minutes 13
seconds while reaching 21,000 to 24,000 feet from a controlled cabin
altitude of 5,000 feet. This matches more closely to what is expected in real
time commercial flight profiles. The mean CPI (n=100) was expected to
double from resting values and it did reach 48%. The oxygen saturation
levels (n=100) were expected to be 60% while TUC was expected to be 1012 minutes. SpO2 decreased to average of 63.54% (n=100) while mean TUC
was 9 minutes.
The newly determined TUC at 1,500 fpm ascent rate (further associated
with oxygen saturation and CPI levels) is the first parameter established
for the ascent based TUC table. Subsequent research is needed to identify
the ascent based TUC at 500, 1,000 and 2,000 fpm to complete the table.
These findings will result in a valuable addition to the existing TUC tables
and raise awareness of this dangerous scenario thereby further improving
aviation safety.
One hundred subjects having nearly identical negative slope of oxygen
degradation determined information that is expected to be useful for
incorporation into algorithms for equipment design. Such consistent
outcome leads to an implementation of cabin altitude alarm that would
trigger crew response to check pressurization system working properly
and cabin altitude not increasing beyond unsafe human conditions.
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Conclusion
This research has determined gradual onset hypoxia phenomenon in
more accurate manner. Insidious gradual hypoxia is therefore a danger for
civil and commercial aviation that has not yet been addressed. The
problem should be tackled on both sides, by slow-modeled hypoxia high
altitude training and certification for all pilots and by incorporation of a
new cabin altitude warning alarm that would increase the safety and the
human-computer interaction. The training should be mandatory for all
pilots since flying at 8,000 feet of pressure altitude results in oxygen
saturation levels that are much lower than established safe minimums. The
cockpit alarms should be designed to further enhance safety and create
correct mental models of human-computer interaction rather than being an
confusing obstacle that leads to fatalities.
Further research including a randomized matched subjects with a
control group testing TUC with and without oxygen pre-breathing
procedure is needed with collection of specific demographic data that
would bring more insight into how pilots of different altitude
acclimatization, age and gender react to hypoxia. The research would be of
benefit for commercial aviation to further assess gradual hypoxic impact
for individual pilots and using CRM.
Many people dying because of gradual hypoxia raises a flag for future
aviation safety and need to further study this phenomenon. Hence, this
concept is so important, it should be added to modern physiology
textbooks.
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Appendix A

SOUTHERN AEROMEDICAL
INSTITUTE - SAMI
REGISTRATION FORM
321.676.3200 1698B W. Hibiscus Blvd.
Melbourne, FL 32901

NAME: _________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: _____________________________________________________________
CITY: ____________________________________STATE: ____________ZIP: ______
COUNTRY: _____________________________________________________________
PHONE: ___________________________________FAX: ________________________
FLIGHT SCHOOL:_______________________________________________________
EMPLOYER:____________________________________________________________
E-MAIL: ___________________________________
CLASS MEDICAL: __________________________DATE: ______________________
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Appendix B

SOUTHERN AEROMEDICAL
INSTITUTE - SAMI
Guidelines for High Altitude
Recovery Training Participants
1698B W. Hibiscus Blvd.
Melbourne, FL 32901
321.676.3200

As you prepare for the High Altitude Recovery Training session it is
important to observe the following instructions:
Do not scuba dive within 48 hours of the scheduled session.
Do not participate if you have symptoms of a cold or flu. Notify your
instructor and asked to be rescheduled.
! Allow at least seven days to recover and you should be
symptom free and feeling back to your normal self.
Do not participate if you are ill and under the care of physician
without notifying your instructor.
Avoid “gas forming” foods 24 hours before the session such as
Taco Bell, cabbage, beans and salads.
Avoid alcohol 24 hours before your scheduled session
Drink plenty of clear fluids before and after your session

Again, please inform your instructor if you are having symptoms and are
not feeling well
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Appendix E

	
  

Subject

TUC

Lowest SpO2

SLOPE

Net Change CPI

1

10.9

60

-3.49

88.94%

2

10.7

67

-2.9

81.78%

3

10.2

78

-2

31.29%

4

6.8

71

-3.9

30.16%

5

8.9

59

-4.3

27.23%

6

9.3

66

-3.3

34.10%

7

7.5

63

-4.1

43.61%

8

9.7

59

-3.9

67.30%

9

8.2

72

-3.2

38.35%

10

9

53

-4.8

27.20%

11

9.7

61

-3.2

28.28%

12

8

66

-4

42.68%

13

8.5

65

-3.8

67.19%

14

8.7

57

-4.7

49.65%

15

7.9

53

-5.4

31.21%

16

7.7

67

-3.9

42.95%

17

10.5

65

-3

45.77%

18

6.4

58

-6.1

32.42%

19

13.2

56

-3.1

59.56%

20

9.3

53

-4.8

55.66%

21

10.2

53

-4.4

56.00%

22

11.2

60

-3.3

53.22%

23

12

77

-1.75

26.38%

24

6.7

73

-3.6

48.51%

25

6.7

77

-3.1

48.07%

26

8.3

74

-2.7

42.41%

27

5.5

58

-7.1

29.64%

28

7.4

55

-5.4

27.82%

29

9.8

64

-3.5

36.65%

30

9.2

75

-2.4

44.27%

31

9.8

65

-3.5

56.86%
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32

12.5

56

-3.4

27.53%

33

6.7

75

-3.4

63.76%

34

10

53

-4.5

60.86%

35

9.5

58

-4.1

36.17%

36

11.4

60

-3.1

67.83%

37

11.2

68

-2.7

38.84%

38

9.6

73

-2.5

63.17%

39

11

65

-2.9

51.16%

40

8.3

72

-3

80.54%

41

12.7

65

-2.6

106.25%

42

9.8

65

-3.2

48.24%

43

6.5

81

-2.5

34.05%

44

10.2

58

-3.8

82.88%

45

7

68

-4.3

29.10%

46

9.1

62

-3.9

39.38%

47

11.1

58

-3.4

62.28%

48

8.6

67

-3.4

44.91%

49

11.2

53

-3.9

48.50%

50

11.2

56

-3.6

50.00%

51

8.7

57

-4.6

91.08%

52

9.9

64

-3.2

34.43%

53

8.7

66

-3.3

41.18%

54

9.9

56

-3.9

62.07%

55

8.7

56

-4.7

47.86%

56

10.3

58

-3.7

53.55%

57

10.3

61

-3.6

42.53%

58

7.3

74

-2.9

29.93%

59

6.5

59

-6

47.54%

60

12.5

50

-3.8

59.84%

61

12.1

55

-3.5

42.86%

62

10.6

52

-4.2

36.88%

63

9.9

61

-3.5

60.32%

64

10.1

55

-4.2

43.85%

65

8.1

66

-3.8

50.84%

66

6.1

59

-6.1

77.91%
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67

8.4

61

-4.2

47.89%

68

8

60

-4.8

66.52%

69

9.3

65

-3.4

77.72%

70

7.5

74

-3.1

53.97%

71

15.8

65

-2

46.82%

72
73

11.1
8.8

51
74

-4.1
-2.5

67.58%
41.24%

74

9.3

73

-2.7

53.98%

75

9.3

68

-3.2

39.11%

76

9.8

67

-3.1

34.19%

77

7

73

-3.3

26.32%

78

8.4

65

-3.7

16.76%

79

9.3

66

-3.3

20.74%

80

10

62

-3.4

26.70%

81

7.8

73

-2.9

45.55%

82

7

76

-2.9

50.62%

83

9.9

77

-1.92

36.15%

84

8.5

76

-1.53

52.00%

85

6

77

-3.66

44.13%

86

8.5

58

-4.8

101.49%

87

10.6

62

-3.3

33.79%

88

9

59

-4.44

43.90%

89

10.6

58

-3.77

59.89%

90

10.2

52

-4.5

33.33%

91

6.9

65

-4.78

27.40%

92

7.1

74

-3.2

32.06%

93

8.1

71

-3.33

28.77%

94

7.9

58

-5.06

52.07%

95

7.8

65

-4.23

43.06%

96

11.4

55

-3.77

51.84%

97

9.2

51

-5.1

43.13%

98

11

50

-4.4

45.30%

99

7.6

51

-6.5

71.62%

100

8.2

80

-2.2

44.72%
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